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Abstract
In the Internet, a group of replicated servers is commonly used in order to improve the
scalability of a networked service. An anycasting service is the new network service that
resolves an anycast address to one its member IP address from the group. The anycasting
service uses some criteria to choose the one "best" server as a destination. In this paper
we will present an optimal algorithm for mapping each anycasting query from clients into
the one "best" video distribution server of replicas, such as Video-On-Demand servers on
the Internet. The algorithm is developed at application-layer of the network based on
economic models and queuing theory. By using this algorithm clients can get maximal
satisfaction while system resources can be utilized most efficiently.
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1 Introduction
In order to increase service availability and provide efficient load distribution in a
network, it is common practice to replicate servers on the network today. Examples of
such services include World-Wide-Web "mirror" sites, Video-On-Demand, SOCKs
servers [4], compute-servers and proxy servers in the Internet. This is often referred to as

the scalability of a service. There have been different approaches proposed for improving
the scalability of a network service, such as caching, batching of requests at the server,
multicasting of server responses, and server replication over the network. In this paper
we only deal with anycasting mechanism that can support server replication.
The notion of anycasting in the Internet was first introduced by C. Partridge, T. Mendez,
and W. Milliken in [6]. Anycasting is also defined in IP version 6 (IPv6) [7]. Base on
the definition of anycasting in [6][7], we may understand this service from several
aspects as follows: (i) an IP anycast address (one of unicast IP addresses) is used to
identify a group of servers that provide the same service; (ii) an anycast message is the
one that should be delivered to one member of a group of designed recipients or servers
and preferably to the "best" member. (iii) it is different from multicast in which a member
must be sent to every member in the group.
There are two notable research reports in anycasting, which represent two different
approaches to working on this area. In report [5], the authors designed and implemented
a network-layer anycasting service for load distribution in the context of the IBM
Olympic Web site on the Internet. They investigated how the IP anycast service can be
exploited by hosts connected to the Internet without significantly impacting the routing
and protocol processing infrastructure already in place. The authors proposed possible
enhancements to routing and forwarding to fully exploit the potential of anycast service.
In another report [8], application-layer anycasting communication paradigm was
proposed to support server replication. Specifically, the authors developed and evaluated
an implementation based on the use of anycast resolver to map anycast domain names
into one or more IP addresses. The 3W-server replication is chosen as a target to use
anycasting service in both of the work.

In this paper, we will present an optimal

algorithm for mapping each anycast request (or query) into one "best" video distribution
server of the replicas, for example, a group of Video-On-Demand servers which provide
the same video stream service on the Internet. Our work is developed at application-layer
and followed the notion presented in [8]. The algorithm design is theoretically based on
economic models and queuing theory. By using this mechanism, clients or users with

Quality of Service (QoS) requirements can obtain maximal satisfaction, the resources of
server replication can be utilised efficiently and therefore the whole system can achieve
the best performance.
This paper is organised as follows.

Following the description of application-layer

anycasting in Section 2, we introduce an optimal algorithm for video distribution using
the anycasting service in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss economic models and
optimization technique, the theoretical base on which the algorithm is proposed and then,
demonstrate some numerical results. Finally, a conclusion and further discussion about
this subject is given.

2 System Description
In this section we will follow the notion presented in [8] to briefly describe applicationlayer anycasting. An anycast domain name (ADN) is used to identify a group of servers
that provide the same service. We consider a collection of VoD servers that may be
located in different places on the network and offer video stream service. An anycast
domain name uniquely identifies a set of IP addresses, which forms an anycast group.
Such group can be made up entirely of unicast IP addresses or entirely of multicast IP
addresses.

In both cases, anycasting service provides a mapping from the AND

representing the group to the "best" IP address in the collection according to some
criteria. Conceptually, each of the IP address in the group represents the address of one
replicated server and reaching any one of them is acceptable, but in practice one of
important problems is how to realize an anycasting service to find out the "best" IP
address or memeber. The basic motivation of this paper is to try to answer this question
by developing an optimal algorithm for making such decision in the context of video
distribution service. The anycasting request/response cycle is shown in Figure 1 as
below.
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A client initiates an anycast query with an anycast domain name and its additional
request-specification, such as QoS parameters, the resolver processes the query by
executing a decision algorithm and replies with the "best" IP address as its anycast
response. The anycasting architecture is like the existing Domain Name System (DNS)
infrastructure in the Internet [10].

Logically, we consider issues related to anycast

resolver design separately from the DNS. In reality, the functions of anycast resolver
could be integrated with operation of the DNS[8].
Now, let us discuss what is the meaning of the "best" server from among multiple
replicated servers. We may investigate this problem from two aspects as follows: (i)
from the point of view of clients, they wish to obtain their maximal satisfaction for
accessing the service, for example, they wish to gain the minimal call blocking
probability under their QoS requirements; (ii) from the point of view of a whole system,
it should achieve its best performance whenever a response IP address mapping is
resolved. In other words, the system resources should be utilised most efficiently under
the "best" service chosen. The quantitative expressions for the user satisfaction and the
system performance will be given in Section 4.

3 Algorithm
In this section, an optimal algorithm for mapping each anycast request into the "best"
video distribution server of the replicas is given. Its theoretical base and details of

optimization procedure will be discussed in the next section. The algorithm consists of
two modules, which are implemented in the resolver and each server of a group
respectively, and is illustrated in Figure 2 as below:
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For the resolver, a table or data structure is constructed to contain system measures and
characteristics referenced by each server ID, s in the table. λis represents the average
arrival rate of the ADN query at server s with type of service, i. As denotes an unicast IP
address assigned to server s. N is represents the value for decision (VFD) during the
mapping process which is generated from server s for each of service type i. qis denotes a
QoS parameter of service type i which can be linked to λis (not shown in the diagram).
Whenever an ADN query arrives at the resolver, it will be in a queue. The resolver will
execute the mapping process for the queries waiting in the queue under the FCFS
discipline. For each query of type i, the resolver will find out the maximum of N is
among all of servers, N smax
,i , and the corresponding server, s*. Consequently, the IP
address, A* , can be chosen as the "best" response to its client.
Another function of the module in the resolver is to update the values of entries in the
table. At each time of updating, the module will determine a new value of λis and send

them to each server. Once each server receives this value, the server is triggered and
immediately computes its new value of the VFD, N is , as its response to the resolver. The
resolver will update the VFD in the table immediately after each of them arrives in.
The second module will be implemented in each server. The server also needs a data
structure to keep information for generating the VFD value once it is triggered by the
resolver. Besides λis , qis and N is defined as the same characteristics as above, two
additional measures are needed and they are: Bis - the current free buffer space available
for each type of service at server s and C is - the current available bandwidth of network
output link for server s with type i. Each server will run an optimization procedure which
takes Bis , C is , λis and qis as input values and produces the VFD, N is , as its output value,
which will be sent to the resolver immediately after it is generated each time. The details
of how to determine the VFD within each server and how and when to update λis within
the resolver will be given in the next section.

4 Model and Optimization
In order to find out the "best" server for each anycast query from among multiple
replicas, an optimal decision algorithm is proposed in the last section. The algorithm is
theoretically based on analytic techniques in economics and queuing theory. By using
this algorithm, the system resources are utilized most efficiently, meanwhile the users (or
clients) can gain their maximal satisfaction. The detail of mathematical models used in
the algorithm is now presented as the following.
Suppose that a video distribution system on the network consists of S servers, each of
them may be identified as s, s = 1, 2,..., S. Each video server s provides concurrent video
streams or connections with different type of service i , i = 1, 2,..., I. Each type of video
streams is associated with its display speed at d i frames per second, which is requested
by its end-user or client. We define the value for decision (VFD), N is , as the number of

potential connections which can be additionally supported by server s. It notes that N is
does not represent the number of connections the server have set up. Assuming that
anycast query arrivals of service type i is a Poisson process with average rate λi which
will be further divided by the algorithm into arrival sub-rate λis for each server s. Thus,

λi =

S

∑λ
s =1

s
i

. The rule of this division will be discussed at the end of this section. We

denote bis , measured in frames, as buffer size to be needed for establishing connections
of new users of service type i with server s and cis in frames per second as bandwidth
I

requirement for the same reason. Thus,

∑ bis ≤ B s and
i =1

I

∑c

s
i

≤ C s , where B s and C s

i

represent the total of free buffer space and the total of available bandwidth of network
output link with server s respectively. Suppose that the video streams are sent over the
network from the server at the same rate as they display on the end-user device.
Therefore, cis = N is d i .
In practice, users prefer to minimize their call blocking probability. Thus, user
satisfaction or preference may be measured by the call blocking probability, qi . As a
result, a utility function representing the user satisfaction is expressed as U is = qis = qi .
It is reasonable to assume that qis is independent of the identifier of a replicated server.
The call blocking is due to the shortage of system resources, such as buffer and
bandwidth with a server. For a server the client request, which was refused by the server,
is often referred to as "lost" due to limited resources available in the server. We may
employ M/M/1/B queuing model [11] to evaluate the loss rate, δ is , as follows:
bis

δ = 1 − ∑ p ki , s
s
i

where

k =0

p ki , s

⎧ 1 − λis / cis
(λ s / c s ) k
⎪
= ⎨1 − (λs / c s ) bis +1 i i
i
i
⎪
0
⎩

0 ≤ k ≤ bis
otherwise

Given the preferences of all users with different types, we can aggregate their utility
functions into a social welfare function, which may represent the performance of a server
as whole [1]. There are two methods to define the social welfare function for this
optimization problem: (i) we use a social welfare function to directly reflect the call
blocking probability of users requested for the service; (ii) we employ a social welfare
I

function to represent the total number of potential connections,

∑N
i =1

s
i

, which can be

additionally supported by server i. Logically, these two methods are equivalent in terms
of the meaning of choosing the "best" server as discussed in Section 2. In this paper we
will use the second method and thus, we may define the social welfare function for each
server s as follows:

Ws (U 1s ,U 2s ," ,U Is ) = ∑i =1 N is
I

Then, we can pose the welfare maximization problem:

Max

Ws (U 1s , U 2s , ", U Is )

Such that

U is = qi ≤ δ is
I

∑b
i =1

s
i

I

∑c
i =1

s
i

≤ Bs
≤ Cs

where 0 ≤ qi < 1 . The first constraint implies that the use preference of each type must be
satisfied under a certain limitation. Specifically, qi represents the call loss rates those
users of type i may be tolerated. In optimization problems in economics, a very neat
technique called "the method of Lagrangian multipliers" is generally used. For the case
of two types of users, i = 1, 2, we seek to maximize the social welfare function above, by
using the Lagrangian theorem we can obtain the following equations:

Φ 1 − b1s
Φ 2 − b2s
=
c1s log ρ1s c 2s log ρ 2s
B s = b1s + b2s
C s = c1s + c 2s

Where ρ1s = λ1s / c1s , ρ 2s = λs2 / c 2s and

Φi =

ρ is (1 − qi )
1 − ρ is (1 − qi )

Through these equations we can achieve a set of Pareto allocation of buffer and

{

}

bandwidth for users of each type i, cis , bis [1][2][3]. Based on this optimal resource
allocation we can easily estimate the maximum number of potential connections, N smax
,i ,
for each type of users i, that can be additionally supported by server s using

N smax
= cis / d i .
,i

A simulation is carried out based on the algorithm for optimal resource allocation with
server s, as discussed above. In the simulation, we express the utility function for each
type i as U is = qi and i = 1, 2. It means that we assume two types of users compete for
resources (buffer space and network output link capacity) in the numerical analysis.
Suppose that the buffer space and the network output link capacity of server s are B s = 80
frames and C s = 100 frames/s respectively. The request arrival rates from clients to

server s are λ1s and λs2 while the frame output rates or frame display rates are c1s = d 1 and
c 2s = d 2 . Certainly, the display rates depend on their service types. The typical examples

of video data types include 15 frames/s animation, 30 frames/s NTSC video, and 60
frames/s HDTV video. Based on theses specifications we can now determine optimal
buffer allocation, bis , under call loss constraints, U is = qi ≤ δ is . We let q1 = 10 −3 and q 2
= 10 −4 or 10 −2 . Once we get resource allocations satisfying the call loss constraints we
can estimate the maximum number of streams or connections the server can support
additionally. We assume d 1 = 15 frame/s and d 2 = 30 frames/s which represent two
typical video display rates, and remain all assumptions above. The numerical results are
first shown in Table 1 and Table 2 where they have different values of qi . In these two
s
s
tables, Bmin
(certainly, Bmin
≤ B s ) represents the minimum buffer space required so as to

achieve the maximum number of the additional connections denoted as N is for type i.
Thus, N 1s + N 2s is the total number of connections that can be added to the server.
According to the numerical results, we remark that (i) if the video demand (or request)
arrival rate λis increases, the buffer size to be allocated also increases; (ii) the call loss
constraints impact on the buffer size to be allocated but they do not affect the maximum
number of additional connections very much. Let us examine Table 3 where we remain
buffer space B s = 80 frames and increase the network output link capacity up to C s =
200 frames/s. Comparing with Table 1 and Table 2, this change leads the maximum
number of additional connections increased significantly meanwhile the allocated buffer
size becomes smaller.

Table 1: Assuming B s = 80, C s =100, d 1 =15 and d 2 =30.

Table 2: The call loss constraints are set to different values from Table 1.

Table 3. Assuming B s = 80, C s =200, d 1 =15 and d 2 =60.
In order to update the metrics in the mapping table, we must have an algorithm that the
resolver will use to determine when the arrival rate of anycast query for each type of
service, λi is estimated based on the traffic measurements from clients. As suggested in
[8], we also borrow and adopt the link state update algorithm used in the ARPANET [9].
The update algorithm is parameterized by a measurement interval L, a maximum
threshold T and a reduction factor R. The algorithm maintains a current threshold M,
initialized to T. The resolver measures its state over each interval L. If the state changes
from the previous measurement by at least M, the state is pushed and M is reset to T. If
the state does not changes by at least M, M is reduced by R. The algorithm will produce at
least every T/R time units and at most every L units. Based on this updating algorithm,

λi can be first estimated at each time of updating. Then, we can compute λis for each
server s by using the expression as follows:

λis =

λi N is
i=I

∑ (N
i =1

1
i

+ N i2 + " + N is )

It means that if a server can support more number of potential connections, the resolver
will return its address to more number of clients.

Conclusions

We have presented an optimal algorithm for mapping each anycast request (or query) into
one "best" video distribution server of the replicas in the context of a group of Video-OnDemand servers, which provide the same video stream service on the Internet. Our work
is developed at application-layer. The algorithm design is theoretically based on
economic models and queuing theory. By using this mechanism, clients or users with
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements can obtain maximal satisfaction, the resources of
server replication can be utilized efficiently and therefore the whole system can achieve
the best performance. The numerical results provide useful insights in the performance
behaviors of a video server. It is noted that if the number of service types is large, the cost
of computation for optimal resource allocation will be high. However, this will not cause
too many overheads in the system since the server is usually equipped with a highperformance computer.
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